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Abstract: The von Neumann principle has 2 bottlenecks: program
accessing and data accessing. An innovative non-von-Neumann
principle, having been introduced at Kaiserslautem, eliminates one of
them. Its new processbr, the Map-oriented Machine (MOM), is
compared with the von Neumann concept. The MOM is the key
resource to a completely new philosophy of data processing which
we call "map-oriented processing". It does not use sequential
programs, since it has no program sequencer. The way how it is
programmed we call 'combinational programming'. For surprisingly
many applications it provides acceleration factors of up to several
orders of magnitude, compared to von-Neumann-type processing.
Existing computer application support tools (assemblers, compilers,
operating systems, etc.) cannot be used for the MOM since they
produce sequential code. That's why a new programming theory and
new application support tools are introduced such, that the MOM is
based on a marriage between standard IC use and ASIC techniques.

1. Introduction
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The standard hardware approach: von-Neumann [ 11 architectures are based on standard hardware. The "Harvard machine" [2] is
divided into five parts: data memory, data sequencer, RALU, pro-
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gram sequencer and program store (fig. 1). Well-known are its two
bottlenecks: both, data and program side are accessed sequentially.
That's why its hardware is slow, but cheap (using standard hardware, if it is not a Cray). For many applications it is too slow. But
this approach is highly flexible and the hardware is universal.
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The specialized hardware approach: If the von-Neumann-based approach is too slow, specialized machines may be used for certain problem classes [3]. This approach is expensive and offers only

very little flexibility. If even higher acceleration factors are needed
(e.g. by millions as in [4]), a fully customized ASIC approach may
be used, which is even more expensive, but has no flexibility at all.
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Fig. I : Von Neumann Architecmre (Harvard Version)

The gap in-between: Between these two approaches is a remarkably wide gap, which is filled by the Map-oriented Machine
(MOM) 15, 61. Its basic acceleration idea is to replace program
sequencer and program store by combinational hardware (while data
access remains sequential, compare fig. 3 and [5,6]). Compared to a
von Neumann machine use it offers higher speed, but still has high
flexibility. It is substantially cheaper than fully customized hardware,
but still offers high speed. The MOMis a general purpose accelerator,
being a compromise, even a marriage, between ASIC solutions and
standard hardware, combining advantages of both.
Many of the tools needed for MOM programming are adopted from
the field of ASIC design (also see section 5 ) . Also PLDs [7] and
other electrically programmable hardware [8] are part of the ASIC
scene. That's why the MOMconcept is not just a combination of, but
a marriage (figure 2) between, standard circuit use (the data side of
the MOM) and ASIC techniques (the combinational program side).
Therefore we call it a "partly custom-designed" machine concept.
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also [5,6]). Table 2 shows a few acceleration factor examples.

Even numeric functions can be implemented as a set of quasireference pattems and result pattems derived from the corresponding
function table. As a second result feedback to the move control unit
may be generated. This feedback is used for data-dependent cache
movements (as e.g. in curve following).

In contrast to the 1-dimensional von Neumann memory space, the
map-oriented data memory is primarily 2-dimensional. At
run-time the dimensionality of the memory can be switched to 1-D,
3-D, 4-D or more dimensions [9]. The MOM data word format is
highly flexible, since it is not bound to instruction formats. Its word
size may be easily increased by adding more memory planes. This is
one major difference to conventional computers, which have a fixed
word length, Inside the data memory segments of arbitrary number
and size can be defined to provide a memory map similar to floor
plans in VLSI (if 2-dimensional mode is used). Modern user
interfaces encourage a graphical presentation of such memory maps.
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Lee algorithm [12]
matrix operations, convolution . .
Fourier transformation,filtering [l 11
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many applications [13, 14, 151
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The speed benefit of the MOM varies from application to application.
This is illustrated by a few physical demos having been set up at
Kaiserslautem (table 2). Dramatic improvement has been achieved in
design rule check, routing and image preprocessing applications.
E.g. the check of a one million square lambda NMOS design with
grid-based "Mead-and-Conway" design rules [ 161 takes 1 second,
compared to minutes or hours using mini computers of the von
N e u " type. The acceleration has several orders of magnitude.
Operation

The move control unit (MCU) hardware provides accessing
sequences for a controlled cache 'movement' over the memory space.
So this unit serves as the data sequencing part of the MOM. Two
major cache movement strategies are available and may be combined:
systematic move pattems (e.g. video scan or 'shuffle jumps')
data-dependent move pattems (e.g. in curve following)
Cache movements are controlled by the move manager [9] using a
structured jump generator hardware. It generates addresses for single
steps to one of the 8 nearest neighbours, for jumps in memory space,
as well as step sequences for a 'video scan', shuffle sequence or
other 'travel paths'. An incomplete summary of possible movements
is shown in figure 5 . A second part of the MCU, the task manager,
controls the coordination of several move pattems [9], which may be
linked together to a so-called "MOM-Application".

' ...

Minimum-cost path
Arithmetic
Signal processing

Table 1: Application Area Examples

The vari-size data scan cache is a window to scan the memory
space [ 5 , 61. It holds and updates copies of a few neighbour words
from mem- ory for read/modify/write access. All words in the cache
can be ac- cessed in parallel by the POLU. The cache size is adaptable
to different applications and may be reconfigured at run-time. So not
only two or three words like in a von Neumann ALU are accessible at
a time. By a 4-by-4 cache format, for example, 16 operands are
directly connected to the POLU.

Systematic move patterns

Image processing

design rule check, circuit extraction,
compaction [101
pattem recognition, pattem matching,
shrink, expand, contour following,
segmentation, set operations [l 11

VLSI layout processing
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Table 2: Some accelerationfactor emnples
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4. PrQipun"nmle MOM vs. Partlv Customized MOM

A second dimension of flexibility - superior to the flexibility of the
von Neumann principle - is the flexibility in the choice of techniques
for the POLU implementation. Using PLDs or programmable gate
arrays we get the 'programmable MOM with substantial acceleration
factors (figure 6a-b), where customizing requires only seconds (fig.
6c). Taking normal gate arrays or even full-custom circuits may
provide an even much faster solution, but needing a turn-around time
of weeks or months. We call this the "partly customized MOM"
solution ("partly", since data memory, cache, and MCU still use
standard circuits). The tradeoffs are summarized in figure 6.
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3. A Few Application ExamDles
The YoM can execute almost any kind of data processing. Anyhow
the MOM achieves very good performance in processing such problems, where the data can be efficiently mapped onto a two-dimensional memory space. Systolic arrays, for example, can be directly
mapped onto the MOM memory space. Systolic data streams are
converted into arrays stored at fixed memory location. Not the data,
but a cache is moving such, that a POLU connected to it serves as an
equivalent to a basic systolic processing element (here used in a time
multiplex mode). Thus the systolic parallelism is sequentialid. But
compared to a von-Neumann approach still a substantial acceleration
is achieved, since the POLU itself is operating combinationally. Table
1 shows a few application area examples for MOM execution (see
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Figure 6: The MOM -filling a gap in algorithm implementan'on space
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5. One Principle - Manv Architectures
We have explained the innovative MOMprinciple (also see figure 2)
by a particular example of a MOM architecture (e.g. figure 3). But
there is room to develop many other MOM architectures. This is
similar to the von-Neumann domain where also many architectures
have been proposed and developed through the decades.

Algorithm
d e s c r i p t i o d "I

Cache movements may be specified in a procedural way to be
translated by MoMpiler into MOM-executable task register sets (more
details are found in [9]). Parts of the MOM-DE have been developed
within the German multi university E.I.S. project, having been
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology.

7. Conclusions

6. Theorv of Operation and ADplication S U ~ D O ~
Tens of thousands of papers, representing millions of man years in
research and development, have contributed to the theory of using the
von Neumann architecture and its application development and the
methodology has grown over 4 decades. Revolutionarily new
processor principles such as the MOMhave the disadvantage, that this
know-how in existing application support tools (compilers,
environments, operating systems, fig. 7a) cannot be used any more.
Even portations are impossible, since the underlying principles and
their theoretical fundamentals do not fit any more. So a new theory of
computation and application development is needed. This would be a
major obstacle in trying to find users. To avoid massive MOM
acceptance problems we propose the following strategy. We believe,
that an elaborate MOM application theory is already existing, which
provides a growing rich repertory of methods and tools. It just has to
be adapted to the MOMprinciples: it is the rapidly developing theory
of systolic processing (fig. 7b).
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Fig. 8: SYS3 as part of MOM development environment (MOM-DE)

Considering the speed benefits and the range of applications to be
covered by a specific MOM architecture, we could choose between
different repertories of cache movement pattems (different "move
instruction'' sets), multiple caches (to emulate multiple data streams)
or large caches. Also mixes between programmable MOM and partly
customized MOM are feasible. The Kaiserslautem MOMarchitecture
minimizes MoMhost interaction for the benefit of speed. However,
also a partly or fully sequential MCU implementation inside the host
would be possible. If an ALU is added to the POLU (standard circuit
or taken from a cell library) even a hybrid architecture may be
created, which adds von-Neumann features to the MOM.
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The MOMhas been developed at Kaiserslautem, where a demo set-up
has been personalized with design rule check, Lee routing, image
preprocessing and other applications. For the Kaiserslautern MOM
essential standard hardware parts in nMOS technology have been
designed, fabricated and tested. Many other MOM architectures are
feasible. The speed benefit in using MOMvaries from application to
application. A dramatic acceleration factor has been demonstrated
experimentallyfor several application examples.
The Map-oriented Machine principles have been compared to the von
Neumann concept. The MOM combines von Neumann's flexibility
with the speed advantages of specialized hardware solutions. It is
slower, but cheaper and more universal than fully customized hardware. However, for many applications it is substantially faster than a
von Neumann machine, but only slightly less universal. We have
shown, that new theories and methodologies needed for application
support can be easily derived from the rapidly growing rich theory of
systolic processing. An example application development environment (MOM-DE) is currently being implemented.
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